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It’s really hard to think about the summer newsletter when
the snow is still flying. On March 8, I had a dental checkup.
Before leaving, I scheduled my next appointment. It caught
me by surprise that it was in the Fall and all I could say was
summer is over with!
I always enjoyed summer and time off from school. I enjoyed
the family picnics, going to the playground with swings, slides
and teeter-totter! Being bored never crossed my mind. There
were always games to play, crafts to make, and pollywogs to
catch and, of course, a safari to the nearby woods and creek
with a fun lunch. I could play in a sandbox for hours.
My Mom is a firm believer in the outdoors. We would come home from school, change, and she would chase us
outside to play. We’d been cooped up long enough. On Saturdays and during the summer, we were allowed to
watch a cartoon or two and off would go the TV. After breakfast and a few chores, out the door we went.
Now that I’m grown, the routine hasn’t changed much. I still go home, change out of my ‘school’ clothes and I still
have a ‘play time’. Try taking those moments away from me and I can become quite cranky and irritable!

August 26th is National Dog Day! We’ve had several dogs over the years, but the one that comes to mind is
Roscoe. He was a stray puppy that picked our house as his new home. Roscoe loved frosted cookies. If there was
one in his reach, he was going to have it. More than one little one lost their frosted cookie to him. He had a way
of going up beside them and snapping the cookie off right at their hand. It wasn’t until they went to take their next
bite did they discover their cookie was gone. It was always good for a laugh and, of course, a new cookie!
To everyone who participated in the 2018 Parent Survey, thank you!
The winner of the Community Child Care Clearinghouse give-a-way:

Haley Alfiere
Congratulations!!!
Remember to enjoy the children in your life and to laugh with them every chance you have.

Carolyn Jacobs
Referral Counselor

From left to right:

Trainer:

Wendy Peterson

Graduates: Sharon Cascoe, Amina Rose, Jalese Renford, and Ashley Wollaber

Health & Safety Graduating Class
May 4, 2018

The graduates have completed the first 15 hours of training. To become an in-home registered child care
provider, they need to complete the CPR & First Aid course which is coming up shortly.
If you are interested in becoming an in-home registered child care provider, contact the Community Child Care Clearinghouse
of Niagara. We may be reached by phone at 716-285-8572 ext. 109 or toll free at 1-800-701-4543. Also by e-mail at
ccrrniagara@niagaracap.org. This class may be taken online or at our office located at 1521 Main Street, Niagara Falls.

Fun facts to make you smile.

Cats can remember events that happened up to 16 hours before. According to Scientific
American, a cat’s brain stores 1,000 times more data than an iPad, and is a million times
quicker to act on it.

Penguins are known to have just one mate in their entire life and “propose by
offering their partner a pebble”. (For a penguin living in artic areas, finding a pebble
certainly would be a challenge!)

Cows can strike up a friendship, and they are known to have best buddies with whom
they spend most of their time.

A rat will laugh when tickled, according to scientists.

Octopuses can make “gardens” by collecting stones and shiny things and arranging
them in the sand.

http://www.messforless.net/18-fine-motoractivities-for-preschoolers/

18 FINE MOTOR
ACTIVITIES FOR
PRESCHOOLERS
February 11, 2013

It’s no secret that fine motor skills play an
important role in a child’s development and
success at school. When I was teaching
Preschool and Kindergarten, I saw many kids
who had weak fine motor skills. I created a
variety of fine motor activities to use in the
classroom for students of all skill levels, as
everyone can use a little help. Many parents
wanted to work on fine motor skills at home,
too, and they often asked me for ideas. The
cheap fine motor activities for preschoolers
that I will be sharing today will help kids
strengthen their skills while incorporating
learning from various parts of the curriculum. I
just love sneaking in some learning wherever I
can, don’t you?

Vicky
Founder and content creator at Mess for Less

Play Dough and Beads
Recipe for Homemade Playdough
by: Trish Kuffner, author of The Toddler's Busy Book

Materials:
1 cup water
1 tablespoon cream of tartar
Saucepan

1 tablespoon vegetable oil
Food coloring

1/2 cup salt
1 cup flour

Directions:
Combine water, oil, salt, cream of tartar, and food coloring in a saucepan and heat until warm.
Remove from heat and add flour.
Stir, then knead until smooth.
NOTE: Cream of tartar makes this dough last 6 months or longer, so resist the temptation to omit this ingredient
if you don't have it on hand.
Store playdough in an airtight container or freezer bag. If it sweats a little, add more flour. For a sensory variety,
use playdough warm or cool as well as at room temperature.

Fine Motor Activities for Preschoolers

Tong Transfer
Pushing Toothpicks
Supplies: toothpicks, cheese shaker

In addition to fine motor practice,
this activity can be used to help with
color recognition.

Fine Motor Work with Golf Tees
Toddlers will gain strength as they push
tees into foam.

Fruit Loop Towers
Raid your pantry for this yummy
activity that will have children
reaching and grasping for more.

Fine Motor Cupcakes

What child doesn’t love
play dough?
Take advantage of that by adding
beads for fine motor practice.

Patterned Bead Snakes
Stringing beads on a pipe cleaner is another great
way for children to work on their fine motor
skills. Add some fun by creating a snake.
Be sure to knot the ends so beads don’t come off.

Learning with Coins
Woven Paper Place Mats
Little hands get quite the workout as they
weave paper under and over to create a
pretty place mat.

Fine Motor Work with a Colander
Love this new use for a strainer or
colander! In addition to being a great fine
motor activity, this unleashes imagination
and keeps kids busy.

This activity combines math,
money skills and fine motor.
Best of all, everyone has coins.

Marshmallow Sculptures
Kids will have no idea they are actually
building fine motor skills while playing
with marshmallows.

Color Drop Game
You can make this game yourself. It helps
kids learn their colors in addition to fine
motor skills.

Button Stacking Game

Hanging Socks
Not only does this help improve fine
motor skills, it encourages kids to help out
around the house.

Counting Beads and Pipe Cleaners
Pipe cleaners again? Practice counting
and math skills while working those
little muscles.

Making Colors
Kids learn all about color mixing while
practicing important fine motor work.

Self-esteem is a major key to success in life. The development of a positive self-concept or healthy selfesteem is extremely important to the happiness and success of children and teenagers. This page will
share the basics for helping kids and teens to improve their self-esteem. It will also point you to other CDI
pages and CDI products that can help you to improve your child’s or teenager’s self-esteem.
Self-esteem is how we feel about ourselves, and our behavior clearly reflects those feelings. For example,
a child or teen with high self-esteem will be able to:








act independently
assume responsibility
take pride in his accomplishments
tolerate frustration
attempt new tasks and challenges
handle positive and negative emotions
offer assistance to others.

On the other hand, a child with low self-esteem will:








avoid trying new things
feel unloved and unwanted
blame others for his own shortcomings
feel, or pretend to feel, emotionally indifferent
be unable to tolerate a normal level of frustration
put down his own talents and abilities
be easily influenced.

Parents, more than anyone else, can promote their child’s self-esteem. It isn’t a particularly difficult thing
to do. If fact, most parents do it without even realizing that their words and actions have great impact on
how their child or teenager feels about himself. Here are some suggestions to keep in mind.
When you feel good about your child, mention it to him or her. Parents are often quick to express negative
feelings to children, but somehow, don’t get around to describing positive feelings. A child doesn’t know
when you are feeling good about him or her, and he or she needs to hear you tell him or her that you like
having him or her in the family. Children remember the positive things we say to them. They store them
up and “replay” these statements to themselves. Practice giving your child words of encouragement
throughout each day.
Be generous with praise. Use what is called descriptive praise to let your child know when they are doing
something well. You must, of course, become in the habit of looking for situations in which your child is
doing a good job or displaying a talent. When your child completes a task or chore, you could say, “I really
like the way you straightened your room. You found a place for everything and put each thing in its place.”
When you observe them showing a talent, you might say, “That last piece you played was great. You really
have a lot of musical talent.” Don’t be afraid to give praise often even in front of family or friends. Also,
use praise to point out positive character traits. For instance, “You are a very kind person.” Or, “I like the
way you stick with things you do even when it seems hard to do.” You can even praise a child for something
he did not do such as “I really liked how you accepted my answer of ‘no’ and didn’t lose your temper.”
Teach your child to practice making positive self-statements. Self-talk is very important in everything we
do. Psychologists have found that negative self-talk is behind depression and anxiety. What we think
determines how we feel, and how we feel determines how we behave. Therefore, it is important to teach
children to be positive about how they “talk to themselves.” Some examples of useful self-talk are: “I can
get this problem, if I just keep trying.” “It’s OK if our team lost today. We all tried our best and you can’t
win them all.” “It makes me feel good to help others even if the person doesn’t notice or thank me.”
Avoid criticism that takes the form of ridicule or shame. Sometimes, it is necessary to criticize a child’s
actions, and it is appropriate that parents do so. When, however the criticism is directed to the child as a
person, it can easily deteriorate into ridicule or shame. It is important to learn to use “I statements” rather
than “You statements” when giving criticism. For instance say, “I would like you to keep your clothes in
the proper place in your closet or drawers not lying all over your room,” rather than saying “Why are you
such a lazy slob? Can’t you take care of anything?”
Teach your child about decision-making and to recognize when he/she has made a good decision. Children
make decisions all the time, but often are not aware that they are doing so. There are a number of ways
parents can help children improve their ability to consciously make wise decisions.





Help the child clarify the problem that is creating the need for a decision. Ask him questions that
pinpoint how he sees, hears, and feels about a situation and what may need to be changed.
Brainstorm the possible solutions. Usually there is more than one solution or choice to a given
dilemma, and the parent can make an important contribution by pointing out this fact and by
suggesting alternatives if the child has none.
Allow the child to choose one of the solutions only after fully considering the consequences. The
best solution will be one that solves the problem and simultaneously makes the child feel good
about himself or herself.



Later, join the child in evaluating the results of that particular solution. Did it work out well? Or did
it fail? If so, why? Reviewing the tactics will equip the child to make a better decision the next time
around.

Develop a positive approach to providing structure for your child. All kids and teens need to accept
responsibility for their behavior. They should learn self-discipline. To help children learn self-discipline,
the parent needs to adopt the role of coach/teacher rather than that of disciplinarian and punisher. Learn
the “Three Fs” of positive parenting. (Discipline should be fair, firm and friendly.)

Ten additional steps you can take to help your child develop a positive self-image:


Teach children to change their demands to preferences. Point out to children that there is no
reason they must get everything they want and that they need not feel angry either. Encourage
them to work against anger by setting a good example and by reinforcing them when they display
appropriate irritation rather than anger.



Encourage your children to ask for what they want assertively, pointing out that there is no
guarantee that they will get it. Reinforce them for asking and avoid anticipating their desires.



Let children know they create and are responsible for any feeling they experience. Likewise, they
are not responsible for the feelings of others. Avoid blaming children for how you feel.



Encourage your children to develop hobbies and interests which give them pleasure, and which
they can pursue independently.



Let children settle their own disputes between siblings and friends alike.



Help your children develop “tease tolerance” by pointing out that some teasing can’t hurt. Help
children learn to cope with teasing by ignoring it while using positive self-talk such as “names can
never hurt me,” “teases have no power over me,” and “if I can resist this tease, then I’m building
emotional muscle.”



Help children learn to focus on their strengths by pointing out to them all the things they can do.



Encourage your children to behave toward themselves the way they’d like their friends to behave
toward them.



Help your children think in terms of alternative options and possibilities rather than depending
upon one option for satisfaction. A child who has only one friend and loses that friend is friendless.
However, a child who has many friends and loses one, still has many. This same principle holds
true in many different areas. Whenever you think there is only one thing which can satisfy you,
you limit your potential for being satisfied! The more you help your children realize that there are
many options in every situation, the more you increase their potential for satisfaction.



Laugh with your children and encourage them to laugh at themselves. People who take themselves
very seriously are undoubtedly decreasing their enjoyment in life. A good sense of humor and the
ability to make light of life are important ingredients for increasing one’s overall enjoyment.

This link is for parents of little girls. Dad takes his 3 year old daughter on a date to begin teaching her how she
should be treated. (I realize dad may not be an option for every young lady, but is there a favorite uncle or grandpa?)
If a dinner date isn’t possible, how about a lunch or a picnic date? Even regular dinner with just the 2 of them or a
child’s tea party would begin to teach her how she should be treated by her date.
http://www.msn.com/en-us/video/peopleandplaces/dad-takes-3-year-old-daughter-on-date-to-teach-her-aboutrespect/vi-BBJnQ43?ocid=U220DHP

Women, this works in the reverse as well with the boys in our
lives. Teach your son, grandson, or nephew how to treat a young
lady on a date, and how they should expect to be treated.

Happy people practice gratitude every day.
While this may seem simple enough, our minds
tend to focus on what we're missing out on
instead of being grateful for everything we
already have. Our generation has it even harder
because we are living in a social world where we
are constantly connected. It's easy to feel like you
don't have enough when everyone on your social
feed appears to be doing cooler things than you.
There are ways to practice gratitude each day to
live your best life. Here's how.
1. Meditate

Think Positively Every Day
A good attitude always starts with good
thoughts. Positive thinking is equally as powerful
as negative thinking. You'll start to believe it
eventually. So it's critical to adopt the former and
make it into a daily habit. Like everything, shifting
your mindset requires conscious effort and
commitment. There are many ways to condition
yourself to think positively until it becomes
second nature. See 21 things that will help ward
off the Negative folks out there.
Growing up with a mother as a counselor
definitely had its perks. She was incredibly
patient, a supportive listener, and always gave
the best advice. Even though my mom is retired,
she continues to help others by sharing her years
of wisdom on what it takes to be truly happy.
She's told me time and time again that while
material goods might make me happy in the
moment that feeling is fleeting. I've learned
people who are the happiest don't have the most
money or aren't the most attractive, but they all
share one thing in common:

Starting your day with five minutes of silence has
been proven to change your brain chemistry,
making you more resilient against life's
hardships. However, there are a lot of
misconceptions when it comes to meditation. I
used to think you had to think about absolutely
nothing, which is pretty much impossible during
your practice. But really, meditation is all about
being present and not focusing on what you're
going to have for dinner or that you forgot to pick
up something at the grocery store. The purpose
of meditation is to take time for yourself to set an
intention for your day and be grateful in that
moment.
2. Create a gratitude journal
A gratitude journal is different than a regular
journal because it makes you focus on only the
good stuff rather than venting about your
worries or writing down everything that went
wrong in the day. Each day, you should write
down at least three things that you're grateful
for. By doing this, you can actually rewire your
brain to be happier. It's kind of like the "camera
effect." When you have a camera, you're
constantly looking for interesting things to
capture. Instead of hating the graffiti, you might
shift your way of thinking and try to make it
aesthetically pleasing in your frame. That's how
the gratitude journal works for your disposition.

Instead of focusing on pessimistic thoughts,
you're going about your day looking for positive
things to add to your gratitude journal.

and overall outlook on life. It will take discipline
and self-control, but really, aren't things you
work hardest for worth it in the end?

3. Surround yourself with positive people

ELIMINATE NEGATIVE WORDS FROM YOUR
VOCABULARY.

Reflect on your mood and outlook, after you
spend time with certain friends. Do you feel
inspired and connected, or do you feel drained
and dissatisfied? If it's the latter, you might want
to reevaluate your friendship. We only get one
life to live, so why waste any time surrounding
yourself with negative influences? It's not easy to
cut certain people from your life, but it's even
worse to feel unhappy because of the people
you're surrounded by. By positioning yourself
around inspirational and positive people, you're
setting yourself up for a more sunny outlook and
successful future.

By actively filtering out certain words and
phrases, you're forcing your brain to find more
positive ways to communicate. Prohibit yourself
from saying "no," "can't," and other restricting
things.
SURROUND YOURSELF WITH GOOD COMPANY.
A good attitude is contagious, so hang out with
those who will contribute to your positivity
instead of bringing you down.
PRACTICE GRATITUDE.

4. Talk back to your negativity
You know that inner dialogue that says you're not
smart enough, pretty enough, or cool enough?
While those nagging thoughts are completely
normal, the trick is to talk back to them with
positive affirmations, so they don't get in the way
of your happiness. It may seem silly at first, but it
works, trust me. If I catch my mind going down a
dark rabbit hole, I counter it with logic and
positivity. It's OK to have bad thoughts, but,
what's more important, is how you react to them
and to make sure they don't take over your life.
5. Focus more on your community and others
than yourself
When you're down in the dumps, it's easy to get
lost in "me, me, me," which can lead to self-pity
and depression. However, when you take
yourself out of the equation, you'll start to feel
happier because you're helping other people. Try
volunteering, writing cards to loved ones, or
cooking dinner for a friend in need.
If you practice gratitude each day, you'll slowly
start to see a positive change in your disposition

When you say thanks either vocally or to
yourself, it makes it more difficult to think
negatively. Remind yourself that things could be
worse and take a moment to be appreciative.
ADOPT A PERSONAL MOTTO.
Create an original phrase or choose from existing
ones. Whenever things start slipping to the
wayside, recite your motto to get you back on
track.

favorite playlist, stop by your favorite coffee shop,
and take your time getting ready.
SET UP POSITIVE REMINDERS AROUND YOU.
Don't underestimate the power of sticky notes.
Sprinkle Post-Its around your room, mirror, or work
space as a friendly reminder to keep up the positive
thinking.
PRACTICE POSITIVE AFFIRMATIONS.
Vocalize the type of thinking you want to adopt. It
might seem uncomfortable at first to talk aloud to
yourself, but hearing something vs. listening to the
voice in your head can have a different impact.
DON'T BE SO HARD ON YOURSELF.
AVOID TRIGGERS.
If you can prevent negative thoughts from forming,
do what you can to keep them at bay. Ask your
mother if you can call her back another time, for
example, or take a different route to work instead.
REWARD YOURSELF.
Give yourself an incentive to stay positive by treating
yourself once in a while. Good thoughts will also likely
be a result from doing so.

Self-criticism is so easy because you don't realize how
much damage you can do to yourself. Be mindful
about the things you're telling yourself and catch any
negative thoughts before you allow them to manifest.
DO THINGS THAT BRING YOU JOY.
This is almost a foolproof method to keep your spirits
up. If there's a particular activity that always puts you
in a good mood, do it! And do it often.

PRACTICE MINDFULNESS.
Being aware of what you're saying, thinking, and
feeling can do wonders for your attitude. You'll have
a better hold of your emotions and thoughts, which
will translate all around.
SLOW DOWN AND RELAX.
It's easier to form negative thoughts when you're
constantly on the go and stressed out. Take a
breather and find your calm until you reach a more
restored state.
SET YOURSELF UP FOR A GOOD DAY.
By starting your day off on a good note, the rest of
your day is more likely to follow. Wake up to your

Every moment matters

FIND STRESS RELEASERS.
Look to a healthy outlet that will help facilitate good
vibes. Exercise in general is an effective way to let go
of both mental and physical tensions.
TAKE A BREAK FROM SOCIAL MEDIA.
Being constantly connected to your news feed can be
unhealthy. You may see articles that spark some sort
of negative emotion or unconsciously compare
yourself to your Instagram-perfect friends. Allow
yourself to shut it off for a short period.
DON'T DWELL ON THE PAST.
Allowing things outside your control to get into your
head can be toxic. Try your best to move forward or
else you'll be stuck in this unhealthy cycle of "I
should've” and "I would've”.
MAKE AN ATTITUDE SHIFT.
PAY IT FORWARD.
Helping others almost always makes you feel good in
return. It's a win-win! Even a small gesture like writing
a coworker a thank you note can help shift the nature
of your thoughts.
READ AN INSPIRING BOOK.
Pick up a book that has the potential to change your
perspective on things or reread an old favorite. Books
that have an impact will most likely stay with you for
a while.
FIND THE SILVER LINING.
Every situation, good or bad, can have a positive
element. It just depends on the way you choose to see
it. Evaluate the scenario and take away an
opportunity or lesson from it.
LOOK AT THE BIGGER PICTURE.
Step back from a situation and views things from at
large. The day-to-day stresses of a time-consuming
project, for example, will have a major payout in the
long run.

If positive thinking doesn't come naturally to you,
you can't expect it to happen for you all of a
sudden on its own. It requires altering your
current mindset and actively seeking the good in
every situation.
http://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/smartliving/

August 26, 2018
A dog’s nose print is as distinctive as human fingerprints.
No two are exactly alike and can be used to identify them.

HOT DOG NUGGETS

https://lilluna.com/corn-dognuggets/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=feed:+lilluna/isxq+(lil'+luna++all+things+good)
Author: Lil' Luna
Recipe type: Main Dish
INGREDIENTS
 5 hot dogs
 1 can crescent rolls
 ketchup and mustard for dipping
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Begin by preheating the oven to 400 degrees.
2. Slice the hot dogs into thin pieces about half inch each. Set aside.
3. Roll out crescent dough and press the seams together.
4. Cut into 8 strips. Then cut lengthwise into 8 more strips. There should be 64 1.5 inch x .5 inch pieces.
5. Wrap the hot dogs in the crescent pieces and place on a parchment paper lined baking sheet.
6. Bake for 8 to 9 minutes. Serve warm. ENJOY!
Remember: Other foods may need to be added to make this a credible meal for CACFP

Unroll crescent rolls and push seams together.

Cut into 8 strips.

Cut into 4 strips lengthwise.

And then cut those in half.

Cut hot dogs into chunks.

Wrap each piece of crescent dough around the hot dog
pieces and press to seal. Bake for 8 to 9 minutes.

Bake for 8 to 9 minutes.

As a teacher of young children, you have the amazing opportunity to spend many waking hours with the children in
your care. You have the joy of helping support language and friendships and planning activities to help children to
reach the next developmental stage. As a teacher, you also have the knowledge to identify when a child may not
be reaching milestones. Your knowledge allows you to know that while it is not unusual for a 9 month old to be
walking along the furniture, it is unusual if a 15 month old is not showing that same skill. However, it is also likely
that a child may be a talker at home, but only uses a few basic words while with you. It is with the last example,
that the relationships with families be placed as a high importance from the time they enter the program. They are
the best expert on their child. Here are some tips on talking about developmental joys and concerns with families.







Celebrate what the child CAN do. This list is probably long and will help your conversations with families.
Avoid diagnosing children. Leave this to a doctor.
Give families correct developmental information. The CDC website has great resources you can order and
print.
Be prepared to share detailed observations to support your talks. This lets families know you are interested
in their child and committed to providing the best care you can.
Always encourage parents to talk with their doctor about any concerns they or you have.
Be ready to share resources with families if they come to you first. Help Me Grow WNY offers free
developmental screenings for families and activities they can do at home.

Finally, be patient. It may take families some time to accept any concerns you have shared with them. Give families
a week or two before trying to talk to them again. In the end, you both just want what is best for their child.

WNY Infant Toddler Resource Network

Fish Puppets
Paper: construction or scrapbook
paper
Pencil
Glue
Beads & Eyes
Popsicle or Craft Sticks
Trace each child’s hand.
Cut out.
Young children may need help with cutting.

Up, Up, and Away!!!
2 different color of grapes
Cherry Tomatoes
Carrot strings
1 suitable cookie or cracker

http://www.msn.com/en-us/video/peopleandplaces/the-kansas-teacher-who-buries-treasure-in-every-desk/viBBJtKEM?ocid=U220DHP

LINK 1 (above):
For the past 25 years, a Kansas teacher has been teaching history from a different perspective. The classroom is a
bit of an untraditional museum. The artifacts were donated by the community and students. He hides the artifacts
in the students’ desk filled with sand. The students excavate the artifacts which is the lesson.
With a bit of imagination and when the weather warms up, it would be a great outdoor activity. Pick a theme. Hide
various artifacts in the yard and send the children on a scavenger hunt.

At the end of their scavenger hunt, lunch or snacks!
Lady Bugs:
1 cherry tomato cut in half
Black olive cut in half
Cream cheese spread on crackers
Small piece of lettuce between lady bug & cream cheese
A tiny spot of cream cheese for eyes

Watermelon:

Who can spit their seeds farther?

Sandwich on a stick: Cheese, veggies, meat and bread.

Supplies:
Glue
Scissors (young children may need help cutting out their flowers)
Green construction paper, fan fold
Flowers may be copied on white paper and colored with crayons/markers or copied on a variety of colored papers.

Provider Trainings:
For more information, please check your
May to August 2018 Training Calendar.

DATE
6/5/18
6/16/18
6/26/18
7/19/18
8/25/18

CLASS
Responsive Caregiving & Freedom of Movement
Medication Administration Training (MAT)
Child & Adult Care Food Program
Am. Red Cross 1st Aid & CPR AED: Adult & Pediatric
Medication Administration Training (MAT)

TIME
6:30 PM – 8:30 PM
8:00 AM – 4:00 PM
6:30 PM – 8:30 PM
6:00 PM – 10:00 PM
8:00 AM – 4:00 PM

LOCATION
Community Child Care Clearinghouse of Niagara
Niagara Falls Memorial Medical Center
Community Child Care Clearinghouse of Niagara
Niagara Falls Memorial Medical Center
Niagara Falls Memorial Medical Center

2018 Webcast Training
June 7,
2018

“Educating for Sustainability”
Join us for this webcast, where you will discover why there is a growing recognition for educating
for sustainability in early childhood.
Registration for this training must be completed on the PDP website:
http://www.ecetp.pdp.albany.edu/elarn_catalog.shtm
OCFS Training Topic Areas: 1, 3, & 4

Niagara Community Action
Board of Directors:
James Pyra
Thomas Beachy
Ann Printup
Joyce Scott
John Lombardi III
Dennis Stachera
Danny Sklarski
Kim Meal
Tim Beach
Pamela Stevenson
Owen Steed
Andrew Kirsch
Robert Pecarro
Andrea Haseley
Charles Walker

Child & Adult Care food Program (CACFP)
CACFP is a nutrition education and meal reimbursement program helping
providers serve nutritious and safely prepared meals and snacks to
children in day care settings. The income from this program is tax-free.
For more information, contact Betty McCarthy at 716-285-9681 ext. 111.
This institution is an equal opportunity provider (EOE).

CCR&R Staff:
Supervisor:

Angela Burns

Registrar Unit:

Kimmarie Brown
Elizabeth Nowakowski
Vicki Williams

Training:

Wendy Peterson

Legally Exempt:

Joanne Sandonato
Debbie Perricelli

Need Help at Your Day Care?
Do you have a screaming child, a disgruntled parent, or a curriculum that
just isn’t working for you?

This is just a sample of problems that you may face as a child care
provider. If you would like help with the issues you face in your day care,
CACFP:
Linda Newman
contact Wendy Peterson, our Technical Assistance Specialist. Wendy was
Betty McCarthy
a child care provider in Niagara County, so she is familiar with many of
Mission Statement:
the issues you face in your day care. Her services are provided at no cost
Niagara Community Action Program, Inc. is a to child care providers.
CC Referrals:

Carolyn Jacobs

countywide agency dedicated to reducing
poverty in a collaborative effort by initiating
and conducting programs of self-sufficiency.
Our ultimate goal is to empower individuals
and families to reach their fullest potential.

Office Closings:
•
•

Independence Day
Labor Day

July 4
September 3

Wendy will come to your site to observe, assess, and plan with you a
course of action which may include training, a quality improvement plan
or other on-site technical support to resolve any issues and help you get
to where you want to be!
To make an appointment with Wendy, call 716-285-8572 ext. 115 or toll
free at 1-800-701-4KID (4543).

Contact Information:
Community Child Care
Clearinghouse of Niagara
1521 Main Street
Niagara Falls, NY 14305
Phone:
Toll Free:
Fax:
E-mail:
Web:

716-285-8572
1-800-701-4KID (4543)
716-286-9243
ccrrniagara@niagaracap.org
www.childcareofniagara.com

Be sure to LIKE & SHARE us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/CCRandR/

Be sure to let me, Carolyn, know if you have any
changes in your days and hours of care or telephone number(s).
I may be reached at 716-285-8572 ext. 109 or by e-mail at
ccrrniagara@niagaracap.org. Usually an e-mail or voice message is
sufficient.

